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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s ﬁt for camp….

Hello CAAPers! Today we are spying on this amazing class, that we are
currently in, OTT. The OTT is the class that writes articles for this newspaper
that you are reading. The OTT is the home of many columns like The Evil
Overlord, Tips To Being, Lots O Pups, Us (The Classroom Spies and many
more)! We’re pretty sure you already knew that information, but we think that
this class needs more recognition. This is OTT one which is taught by Hallie
and Bailey. The classes C.I.T’s are Lev and Erica. We’re also pretty sure
Nellie The Narwhal counts as a staff member in the OTT room. She is a
super important for the OTT. Speaking of Nellie, lets interview her to learn
more about OTT.
Q: Where is your favorite place to hangout in the OTT room?
Nellie: *doesn’t move and sits silently on the desk*
We think this means she likes to sit on the desk and she also enjoys sitting in
the cardboard box that Hallie got for her. But it’s hard to translate for Nellie,
so we think we should ask Hallie some questions.
Q: What is your favorite thing about teaching this class?
“The campers” answers Hallie tiredly.
“Not very convincing” says Erica jokingly.
That's it for OTT! Make sure to leave suggestions in people’s folders right out
the OTT room because giving suggestions helps all of us at the OTT write
more articles. The OTT room is located room 312. This is a great class so we
recommend doing it for next year, or the years to come.

-Classroom Spies

This information is certified by the CIA, CAAP Intelligence Agency

Why is Thursday a half day?

Alert! Alert! Thursday is a half day… but why? Today in OTT I went around CAAP and
asked people I saw why Thursday is a half day! Here are their answers:
Marisa: Thursday is a half day so that all of the sta can get together and make
everything perfect for festival day. And if we do a half day we also have time to do a
dance party. But we can not do our dance party until everything is good and ready for
festival day.
Isa: Thursday is a half day because there is so much to set up for festival day, that
we can not do it between four and ﬁve-thirty which is the call for the musical.
Howie: So we can use the other half to get ready for festival day. And so we can go to
the beach.
Clara: I do not know.
Lev: Thursday is a half day so everyone can sleep a little extra.
Hallie: Because we have to set up for festival day & she wants to get her nails done.
Scarlett: So that the counselors can set up, and so the campers can be stressed and
nervous about their performances in peace.
Goodbye! -Somebody

Tag
Hi! My name is Ethan Walsh and I was
tagged by Ezra Korn-Meyer. I’m fourteen
years old and going into ninth grade at the
British International School of Boston. This is
my eighth year at Creative Arts At Park
(I’ve been going since I was seven!), and I’ll
be back next year for my ninth year. My
schedule goes as follows: Musical Period 1,
Musical Period 2, Pop Singing, A-CAAP-ella
and finally the Advanced One Act. In the
Musical, which is School of Rock this year, I
am an ensemble character (I play
background roles such as a teacher, a
parent, a band member) and in the
Advanced One Act, which is A Midsummer
Night’s Dream this year, I play Demetrius.
Over the years that I have been at CAAP,
my favorite class was probably the Junior
Musical/ the Musical now that I am older. I
really enjoy doing theatre now, and I think
me being in performances at CAAP helped
open up that side of me. After CAAP, I am
going to a camp with my orchestra, one of
the Boston Youth Symphony Orchestras, for
about a week where we prepare music that
we will be playing throughout the
2018-2019 season. I play violin in the
orchestra. Although I enjoy violin, I much
prefer CAAP. After that I am going to
Quebec with my parents, where we have
relatives. Since a lot of my friends are
older and won’t be able to go to CAAP
next year, I have chosen to tag one of my
younger friends: Kyrieh Simmons.
Did you know you can make your own
Funko Pop? If you don't know what a funko
pop is, then just look up Funko Pop. They՝re
kind of like action figures. XOXO gossip girl
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The votes are in for the question, “should Nellie the Narwhal wear
clothes?” Here are the results:
Yes: 7
No: 5
Sometimes: 1

What happens when the Queen dies?
Elizabeth II has been Queen of the United Kingdom and the
Commonwealth Realms since 1952, longer than any other English
monarch. She is currently 92 years old and is in great shape for her
age, but she will eventually pass away. The queen is arguably the
most important and influential world leader in history, so her death
would come as a shock to the whole world. The British actually have
a plan for what will happen when she dies, known as Operation
London Bridge. What exactly does this plan say? How will the world
change when the Queen passes away?
Firstly, Prince Charles of Wales would become King Charles
III right after the Queen passed. Prince William would become the
heir apparent and everyone else would step up the line of succession.
If he wasn’t in the palace at the time of her passing, the flag will be
lowered to show that there is no monarch in residence. The Queen's
Secretary would be the first official (who isn’t a relative or doctor) to
receive the news. The Secretary would contact the Prime Minister via
private telephone lines and say, “London Bridge has fallen.” The
Foreign Office would privately inform governments of the
Commonwealth Realms and the Commonwealth of Nations.
BBC would likely be the first news network to inform the
public, and even this broadcast has been carefully planned. They will
air a prerecorded sequence of her portraits, and during this time the
broadcasters will change into clothing specifically prepared for the
broadcast. A notice would be posted to the gates of Buckingham
Palace and the Palaces Website would be changed to a black color
scheme.
New currency would be minted with the new monarchs face,
which would be issued in all of the commonwealth countries upon
their ascension. The lyrics and title of the national anthem would be
changed from “God Save The Queen” to “God Save The King.”
The entire population of the UK and the commonwealth would
enter 12 days of mourning, during which no comedy programs would
be aired on TV. All radio stations would cease their normal
broadcasting and play somber, inoffensive music. There are different
plans for how her coffin will be transported depending on where she
dies, but in all cases it will eventually be brought to the throne room at
Buckingham Palace. Four days later, she would be brought to
Westminster Hall, where she would lie in state for another four days.
Nine days after her death, the state funeral would take place, after
which she would be buried in a tomb at St. George's Chapel at
Windsor Castle.
Many people from many countries would flock the the United
Kingdom to leave their condolences for the Queen. If you google
“Princess Diana flowers” you will find some crazy images of flowers
left at the gates after she was killed in a car crash in 1997. The
amount of flowers left for the queen would likely be 10x more crazy
than those for Diana. The world would be shaken by the event and it
would take a very long time to get used to.
by Ben Ruigomez
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Top Sports
Football is a popular sport all over
America although it is fun,football is very
dangerous it could do some serious
damage.
Baseball is a fun safe & awesome sport.
Basketball is sometimes known as bball
in basketball to score points you need to
throw a ball in hoop
Hockey is well known for fights between
players Hockey can be on ice or on
grass,the most famous is ice Hockey.
By Lina
Festival Day
Oh my god the end of CAAP is
coming run for your lives.
Or just give it your all enjoy every
day because your work will be in
festival day.The junior musical
will perform on Wednesday
during the noon time show. They
will show the whole thing! Are you
excited? I am excited.Then
Thursday is a half day so all the
staff can get ready for Festival
day.Then Friday is *drumroll
please* FESTIVAL DAY!!!!!(which
is really sad because it is the end
of Caap waaaaa).So it is the final
week enjoy it because then you
have to wait a year till you can do
it again. By Lina Anand

The Daily Sports Center Column
Hey and welcome back to daily sports
center. Today we are going to talk
about Jayson Tatum. Jayson Tatum
was the starting small forward for the
Boston Celtics this year because in
the first game of the 20172018
basketball season star Gordon
Hayward broke his ankle. But even
without Hayward and later losing star
Kyrie Irving Jayson Tatum stepped up
and help us reach game 7 of the
eastern conference finals. He
averaged 24.7 points, 4.4 rebonds,
2.7 assist, 1.2 steals, 0.5 blocks, and
he also made a lot of crazy dunks.
Well that’s all don’t forget to leave
suggestion for players I should do
stats on. Good bye.
By, Tim
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Todays noontime show was ice caap themed and was awesome! Wednesdays show was hosted by Holly snow woman
Rose father snow and Jenny the ballerina. Their first announcement was the Broadway Babies with all the lights, they
sang Partner in crime.it did not melt snow woman's heart. Next was pop singing also with full lights with everyone's work!
It was quite entertaining.but right when that had just ended the screeeeeen! Stayed then suddenly linestorm animation 2
came with Frank Drake's equation handmade from paper. When the screen had rolled up musical theatre jazz did a
number to Diamonds are a Girl's best Friend, with lights darkened, they also wore red gloves. Soon when they had
finished That's so Sketchy improv performed Shakespeare stories except a lot more funny. Once the last sentence was
spoke they walked back to their seats. Lastly Modern 1 came up and danced with the song Resilient. This was are last
normal Noontime show.
By Zahin
The Cincinnati Zoo
By Charlotte Sze
I went to the zoo in Cincinnati. It’s really big and is set up in different parts, like, Cat Canyon,
Wildlife Canyon, Rhino Reserve, Africa, Night Hunters, Reptile House, Snack/ Lunch Areas, Hippo Cove,
Painted Dog Valley, Giraffe Ridge, Gorilla World, Go Green Garden, Meerkats, Elephant Reserve, World Of
The Insect, Wolf Woods, Reptile House, Manatee Springs, Spauldings Children's Zoo, Krogers Lord Of The
Arctic, Monkey Island, Jungle Trails, Wings Of The World, Wetland Trails And Swan lake, and P&G
Discovery. They recycle everything, cups, and maps.
They don’t have bags because they are also a botanical garden. Fiona is a baby hippo at the zoo. I
watched them get fed and the mom looks so much bigger than Fiona like two times the size.
The tigers I have never seen so active, they walk around and come so close to the glass. The
elephants look like they are talking to you, they move their trunks to make it look like they are waving. The
gorilla looked lonely because they are by themselves and have no one to play with. The bats swoop all
around the place and are very active. The manatees just sit around and don’t move. The giraffes walk around
and get fed. The cats sit so close to the glass. The snakes like to slither around and are not shy. I even saw a
snake eat another snake, it was pulling the snake into its mouth. Some snakes are yellow but are hard to find. Some are brown and are
easy to find. That's because the yellow snakes are shy and the brown snakes are active. Wings of the world is a bird show. They show
you different birds, and the birds do different things like flying and some would pretend to sing. I hope you go to the zoo sometime!
You will learn so much more!
Tips To Being A Unicorn:
Hi there CAAmPers! You’re thinking this article isn’t for you? Neigh! This is for everyone. I appreciate every adjective
suggestion (i.e. Tips To Being weird or annoying) that I’ve gotten! Slip into your unicorn onesie and ﬁnd an open ﬁeld to
gallop in.
1) First Think: “What will my aﬀect be on other people?” Everyone knows that unicorns have magic, but it’s your
choice as a unicorn how much magic you will use.
2) You could be an all magical helper unicorn or a slightly greedy secret unicorn.
Helper unicorn: Having unicorn magic means that you can use it for the good of this planet. On a good day,
end global warming. Feeling lazy? You can still help out by smiling at someone or giving a compliment.
Secret Unicorn: Tuck in your horn and put on a devious face. Not every unicorn is kind! Be a secret unicorn
by only using your powers for your own beneﬁt or using your powers for evil. An annoying sibling walks up
to you and asks for a glass of water? Summon one with your powers, and drink it for yourself. You don’t
necessarily have to be mean by being a secret unicorn. Somedays being a helper unicorn isn’t realistic.
Find a middle ground by keeping your head down for a day, no worries!
That’s how to be a magical unicorn! Want a tip or two with your life? You can put it in my folder outside the OTT room.
Tips To Being ___.
Sincerely, A Tips Expert.
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The truble with clowns: Things are about to get a
whole lot scarier! Today I'm going to talk about clowns /
evil clowns he he He he heeee! so some people AKA
some little kids are very afraid of harmless little stupid
clowns! And as a matter of fact a clown called me to go
onstage with him but sadly I was very little and
apparently pretty afraid of harmless stupid little clowns!
Now I'm not but I am afraid of evil clowns like the Joker
from Batman and Pennywise! The only stuff with the
Joker is the dumb old fashion Batman movies and the
old fashion cartoon Batman shows and Pennywise, well,
hehe! I just can't watch it! Muahahaha!! And if you're 3
then just don't even think about it! Because it will give
you nightmares you know be honest with you this is
more like the movie review then the truble with.
welp,that's all for today folks! See y’all!
bye!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!hehe!?
The Anonymous Politics Guy
He’s really done it this time. Trump has begun lashing
out at almost everyone following his disastrous helsinki
summit. In the middle of all this is the Russia
investigation, which is continuing full speed following
Trump’s comments at the aforementioned summit.
Recently, however, Trump’s already disastrous
comments have taken a worrining tone. He recently
issued an extremely scary allcaps tweet in which he
stated, quote, “ [Iran] would suffer consequences the
likes of which few throughout history have ever suffered
before”. He also has begun lashing out at Michael
Cohen, his former lawyer, who has recorded one of his
conversations with trump about payment to a former
playboy model who alleges she had an affair with trump
before he entered politics. Trump’s comments and his
incessant freaking out about the summit have
proven,without a doubt, that he is afraid of Putin and that
he fears ultimate conclusions. Thank you for reading this
article. The Anonymous Politics guy.
Black Bob Birth Certificate
Name: Black Bob
Age: This is confidential information
Date of birth: July 15, 2018
Place of birth: A toy machine ( functions like a gumball
machine)
Mother: Adele
Second mother: Juliana
Third mother: Esme
Aunt: unknown
Uncle: unknown
See you next time! :)

7/24/18

Why don’t dance classes get standing ovations?
People who are in dance classes work harder
than any camper at caap, the reason why they only do
two dances is because it is so hard to make one. It
takes about 2 weeks to make one dance and they try
so hard to make you enjoy it. If there is a standing
ovation for a rock band, there should be one for a
dance class. They make these dances for your
entertainment. So next time you see a dance in the
noon and a half time show, please give a standing
ovation.
P.S. if Pam stands, you stand.

Hi guys, i’m going to review the book Wonder.
Wonder is written by R.J. Palacio. It is about a boy named,
Auggie (August). Auggie has a facial deformity, he is going
into 5th grade and he has never gone to a real school before.
He has always been homeschooled by his mom. Auggie has one
sister named Via (Olivia). The book is about how Auggie makes
friends and how people don’t like Auggie. It’s very funny, sad,
and uplifting. It’s now a really good movie, but I suggest you
read the book first. This is one of my favorite books!!!!!!!!!!! I
hope you like this review!!
By: ILA DESAI

Bob the blintz
by:Talia
One day Bob decided he
needed some excitement
in his life because he’s a
67 year old cheese blintz.
So he decided to visit his
family in Poland so when
he was telling his family
he was visiting his glasses fell oﬀ and he by
accidentally booked a trip to Fĳi so the plane
picked him up and when Bob got to Fĳi he
knew that he was in the wrong place because
of the weather his poor cheese was melting so
Bob had to act fast so he purchased a cooler
and got a pedicure in his spare time and got to
work. He got some tools and made the cooler
into a plane and ﬂew to Poland.
THE END!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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h0w to g3t fr33 v-ßucks

Black Bob’s Biography

Ok guys, welcome to another article, today I will be
talking about fr33 vßucks. This process is fairly easy and n0t
a scam. First go to vbucksworld.gov/online/ after that sympily
go down below to the vbucks generator. Click that and it will
slowly generate your Vbauks. After it is done finding you IP
adress, it will SOMETIMES fail, so yoiu must give “manual
free human vertifiction, that will then giv u free vvbucks. The
human free manual vertifiction will ask you for your zip code,
credit card number, phone number, and you real name. But
give it all caise u want dem fr33 vbaucsk. After stealing ur
mums creditc ard numvber go and put it downd. After dis is
down you will find that vbacsk have magiclasdijy made it to
ur acoount. Ok so thats how you makd fr33 vbucks u n00bs,
have a good time and like comment, subscribe, and ring that
noticatfdaction bell for a fr33 vbacis giveaway thx fam.
Sincerely Random Guy!!1111!
P.S (seriously tho, don’t try free vbuck scams)

You may have heard of Black Bob, you know the
squishy that got stuck in the
light. Well if you would like
to know more about him
and his life, then keep
reading.Black Bob was
adopted on his day of birth
by a girl named Adele that
now goes to CAAP! Adele
was his adoptive mother and she wanted him to
have fun. So she brought him to CAAP, a crazy
idea right (she didn’t even pay for him to
come!).She then decided to start playing with him,
doing so she got him stuck in the light ( he was
never the same after that). But with a little help from
matnes he was freed and his now is back to living
his happy life!
If you would like to know more read:
The Birth certificate of Black Bob`
The death of Black Bob
How to Rescue Black Bob
The Rescue of Black Bob
P.S. I told you, you may have heard of Black Bob.
Thanks for reading!:)Esme

CS: Improv Period 1
Hello CAAPers! Today we wanted to write about
Improv Period 1. We went to spy on them, so we could
write an article. When we got back from spying, we
checked our folder and saw a note saying “Improv
Period 1.” Coincidence? I think not! They were playing
Boppity Bop Bop Bop. I know a lot of you know how to
play this game, but since some people don’t, we will
explain it. When the counselor or CIT says
Bopidibopbopbop you have to interrupt them with bop. If
you don’t, you’re out. If the CIT or counselor says bop,
you say nothing. They added the rule house. This is
when the person in the center points a person and says
“house.” The person that got pointed to would have to
say, “Come in, come in.” The two people next to the
person that got pointed to would have to make a roof
over the person’s head. They also added the rule Jello.
This is when the person in the center points a person
and says “Jello.” The person that got pointed to would
have to say “Watch me wiggle, watch me jiggle.” The two
people next to the person that got pointed to would have
to make a bowl around the person and say, “I’m a bowl,
I’m a bowl.” There are even more rules to this game, but
we will only share a few because there are too many
rules. This class is taught by Mary and the C.I.T Cate.
Classroom Spies signing off!

-Classroom Spies

This information is certified by the CIA, CAAP Intelligence
Agency.

Why does CAAP have to end?
So I went around and asked people their opinions on
why CAAP should go on all summer.I will compare the
differences of campers and staff.
Lev: I think that uhh 5 weeks is a good amount of time
and uhh yeah.
Gavi: I agree with Lev
Suzanne: I think 5 weeks is a good time
Scarlett: I think CAAP ends after 5 weeks because
people at CAAP have families ya know.I think CAAP
should last longer but at the same time like ya know
Stay the same
Isa: I think it ends after five weeks because sometimes
kids want to go somewhere or do something fun during
August that’s different from taking classes, so I think five
weeks is the perfect amount of time.
Kevin: I think that it ends after 5 weeks because people
want to like go places like a vacation and sometimes I
want to have one week more but sometimes I don’t.
So that’s it for today I hope you enjoyed.
By Lina Anand
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5 Summer Games by Gavi Miller
Camp is almost done! It’s so sad. But if you don’t have
any plans for next week, you will have nothing to do.
Bor-ing! But you’re in luck! Since you are reading this
you will learn 5 awesome summer games that you can
play with your friends or family or both! Let’s start!!!!!!
1- Frozen T-shirt race! This game is really easy. All you
do is soak a bunch of t-shirts in water, stick them in
plastic bags, and place them in the freezer overnight.
The next day, grab some friends and hold a race to see
who can pull on the frozen tee the fastest.
2- Tug of war! Everybody knows this classic rope game.
All you need is a really long rope and an even number
of people. Split the people up based on height and
strength so that it is fair. Then, you tug!
3- Spud Spud is a really fun game that needs a lot of
explaining. The first thing you need is a ball. You also
need 9 people. You need a person to be “It”, and you can
decide who is “It” from something like bubblegum, or
skunk in the barnyard, or eenie meeni miney mo.
Then, the person who is “It” whispers a number to each
person between 1 and 10, including 1 and 10. There
will be two numbers left out, and those are called ghost
numbers. But I will explain that later. All of the people
form a circle around the person that is “It”.
The “It” holds the ball in the middle of the circle and
throws it up. They call out a number and run away from
the ball. If your number is called you run to the ball and
grab it. Once you grab it you say, “Spud!” If your
number is not called, then you run as far away from the
ball as you can. When you hear the “spud” you have to
freeze in place. The new “it” (the person whos number
got called) gets to take two steps (as large as they want)
toward any person. Next, they throw the ball at the
person’s feet (the person can’t move). If it hits the
person, they get an S. If it doesn’t, then the person who
threw the ball starts it over again by throwing the ball
in the air and saying a number from 1-10. Then the
game repeats. The first time you get hit by the ball, you
get an S. The second time, a P. The third time, a U, and
the fourth a D. If the person that is throwing the ball
yells a number that nobody has, that is called a ghost
number. If that happens, everybody runs toward the
ball, and the last person to touch it, gets a letter.
4-Water balloon fight If you are hot, a water balloon
fight is a good idea to cool you off. All you need to do is
fill a bunch of water balloons up, grab some friends
with bathing suits on, and you are off!
5-Limbo The last but not least game in this article is
limbo. You can use a pool noodle, a limbo stick, or
anything like that. Put on some music, invite some
friends, and line them up. They limbo in the order that
they are in, and if one of them touches the stick, then
that person is out. Do it until there is one person left.
That person is the winner!
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The first video game easter egg ever
By Charlie Rubinstein
In the early 80’s, Atari released a video
game called Adventure, coded by Warren Robinett.
Back then, programmers got no credit for their
games, but Robinett wanted people to know that it
was him that made Adventure. (Which, by the way
is a really fun game nowadays you can play it
online, or with an emulator.) So he hid the world’s
first video game easter egg in the game’s code. In
Adventure, you could pick up a key, which unlocked
a secret room with the words “Created by Warren
Robinett” on the wall. Atari only found out about the
egg when kids all over the world began playing it,
and decided to keep it in the game.
It inspired a ton of hidden objects and other
secrets in games, from things like the cheat code in
Zork to easter eggs (like Thanos) in modern games
like Fortnite. Next time youŕe playing your favorite
video game, look around. You might notice
something cool.
CAAPer Agendas
Hello CAAPers! Today I got two sticky
notes in my folder so I am happy. I got one sticky
note that said
‘Going camping’ I believe I said to speci cally
sign some sort of name on the note so I can
shoutout. Oh whatever. Anyway, going camping
is really fun, and I have never been, but I have
heard great things about going camping, so you
should all take after this person and go camping
after CAAP.
The second sticky note I got said:
‘Going to Martha’s Vineyard, Vermont & Sleepaway Camp’
Once again, no name! Humph! Oh ne I will get
on with it. I must say that I have never been to
Martha’s Vineyard, or Vermont, but I have been
to sleepaway camp. Sleepaway camp is very fun
and depending on how long you go there, might
include something similar to a color war. Have
fun where you are going, and remember to drop
by my folder with a name!!!!
Bye for now, Tiddlypum
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